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Laboratory and experiments

 A laboratory is a equipment where

students can perform experimets

 Each experiment has a webpage for the

experiment: http://remotelab.psut.edu.jo

 In addition, it has a data service: 

http://172.31.0.56:8080/8.xsl

 And it has a status service: 

http://remotelab.psut.edu.jo/Web_Read

http://remotelab.psut.edu.jo


Concurrent or not concurrent

 Several experiments can take place with

the same laboratory.

 If two or more experiments of the same

laboratory can run at the same time, the

laboratory is concurrent.

 If not, it is a non-concurrent laboratory.

 At this moment PSUT remote lab is non-

concurrent.



Sessions

 A session is slot of time where a student

can perform an activity with an

experiment.

 Without a session, a student can not enter

to the experiment webpage.

 When the session expires, the student must

quit the experiment or the plugin closes

the experiment for him/her.
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Schedulling of sessions
 The plugin only stores the booked sessions.

 Every time a student checks a day for a 
session, the system computes the free 
available sessions.

 Depending of the concurrency, only
experiment sessions are check or all the
laboratory sessions are check.
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Steps
1. The equipment is deployed and configured

at the University.

2. Web services and webpage are redirect to
80 port by means of IIS web server and IIS 
extension.

3. Moodle is installed and configured at other
server.

4. Install the plugin

5. Register the laboratory

6. Register the experiments

7. Create the activities with the experiments.


